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ABOUT CYMANII
The Cybersecurity Manufacturing Innovation Institute (CyManII – Cī-man-ē) was launched
by the Department of Energy to advance cybersecurity in energy efficient manufacturing.
CyManII is focused on pursuing targeted research and development that advances our
understanding of and acts upon the evolving cybersecurity threats to greater energy
efficiency in manufacturing industries, by developing new cybersecurity technologies
and innovations, and sharing information and knowledge to the broader community of
U.S. manufacturers.
CyManII has several unique attributes to meet its national objectives with both a sense of
urgency and a robustness that drives an holistic technical approach.

1. CyManII is the only institute focused exclusively on cybersecurity of
U.S. manufacturing.
2. CyManII’s leadership team and lead developers hold sufficient security
clearances to fully access and understand the threat vectors and future
challenges that require focused innovation today.
3. The CyManII team assembles first-in-class expertise from manufacturing
and cybersecurity from industry, academia, and National Laboratories.
4. CyManII is committed to upskilling and reskilling 1 million workers in
order to transform the industry and usher in a new era of cybersecurity
for U.S. manufacturers.
5. CyManII’s approach to cybersecurity is integrated, holistic, and verifiable.
6. CyManII creates a “cyber security revolution” that increases operational
resiliency, productivity, and profits.

This is an abbreviated version of the CyManII 2022 Roadmap—
a full version is available to CyManII members
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ABOUT THIS ROADMAP
Roadmap Purpose
The CyManII Roadmap outlines a broad vision for cybersecurity in U.S. manufacturing
for the next five years and is aimed squarely at Small and Medium Manufacturers (SMM),
large manufacturers as well as Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM) that supply large
production industries. The purpose of the Roadmap is to present a robust and aggressive
pathway to transform the industry by making U.S. manufacturers the most cybersecure
in the world. Attacks will be increasingly focused at the advanced persistent threat
or sabotage levels, in addition to IP theft and ransomware. The aim of these attacks
is simple: disrupt our critical manufacturing ecosystem and undermine our economy.
The stakes are very high.
With this dynamic in mind, the Roadmap offers manufacturers insight into the national
benefits of a dedicated effort to secure U.S. manufacturing industry from cyber threats.
The research path described in the Roadmap is essential as U.S. manufacturers of all sizes
drive toward processes that are data intensive, digitized, and utilize emergent applications
of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) to drive productivity gains in the
face of growing complexity. Some industry insights that have influenced CyManII’s efforts
in developing the Roadmap:
Ȝ The manufacturing sector continues to introduce technical and digital innovations
creating a digital thread that crosscuts industries and interdependent supply chains
of all sizes.
Ȝ While manufacturers may not be focused on the details of how to secure digitization
and digital threads from cyber threats, they are highly focused on the cyber benefits
that CyManII offers as they pursue their fundamental goals of productivity, quality,
and profit.
Ȝ As several CyManII industry members have clearly articulated: Manufacturers want to
purchase products to digitize their operations but are concerned about the cyber risks
that are introduced.
Thus, the cyber security innovations offered by CyManII provide the opportunity to sell
more devices while interweaving cybersecurity into U.S. manufacturing operations.
Ensuring that manufacturers' IP, vital data, and system operation are cybersecure across
the digital threads within critical manufacturing is essential for the competitiveness of
U.S. manufacturers in the global market, as well as our national and economic security.
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I don’t buy for one second that the vitality of American manufacturing
is a thing of the past. American manufacturing was the arsenal of
democracy in World War Two and it must be part of the engine of
American prosperity now… America can’t sit on the sidelines in the
race to the future. Our competitors aren’t waiting. To ensure the future
is made in America, we need to win not just the jobs of today, but the
jobs and industries of tomorrow.3
- President Joe Biden
The jobs of tomorrow are secure, safe, and smart, and the industries of tomorrow are digital,
democratized, and decarbonized. This future is built by manufacturers that optimize and
innovate across the combination of physical, cyber, and energy layers in legacy systems
and new technologies. This combination allows for dramatic increases in overall equipment
efficiency, which decrease costs, increase productivity, and encourage innovation—all
elements that feed U.S. manufacturing competitiveness. However, this digital transformation
(for more details, see Section B of the full CyManII Roadmap) also creates new and larger
“attack surfaces” that are difficult and expensive to secure and can result in costly and farreaching damage. In this new manufacturing environment, it is more difficult than ever to
instill confidence in manufacturing industry partners, owners, operators, and consumers
that their products and intellectual property (IP) are secure and protected.
In recognition of this environment and the urgency of these challenges, the Department
of Energy (DOE) identified the critical need for an organization—the Cybersecurity
Manufacturing Innovation Institute (CyManII)—to work across the manufacturing industry,
research and academic institutions, and federal government agencies to develop technologies
to enable U.S. manufacturing to thrive and grow (for more details, see Section C of the
full CyManII Roadmap). This joint, collaborative mission must harden U.S. manufacturers
to current cyber-exploits while providing the training needed for companies to protect
themselves against evolving threats. Simultaneously, we must begin designing and
implementing next-generation architectures that are cyber-inspired and secure by design.
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The Future State of U.S. Manufacturing
CyManII’s innovative approach to secure manufacturing and deep knowledge of the threats
is a combination which uniquely positions CyManII to drive U.S. manufacturing towards the
future state of secure, digital manufacturing.
Manufacturers are deploying advanced manufacturing and digital technologies to improve
efficiency at a rapid pace, with variable levels of insight into the associated cyber risks.
At the manufacturing process level, cyber risks can be reasonably managed. However, as
advanced manufacturing evolves to digital threads that integrate processes, enterprises,
supply chains, and ecosystems, the nature and complexity of cyber risk grows dramatically.
Figure 1 conveys the current state, the future state, and CyManII research theme enablers
of the pathway between the two for cybersecure, efficient digital manufacturing.

Pathway
Ecosystem

Supply chains are fully
integrated, diverse, secure,
and resilient—linked
together by secure digital
networks

Enterprise

Advanced and digital
manufacturing operations are
capital-intensive and often
proprietary, and thus deployed
inconsistently, limiting full
digital threads across suppliers
and locking out many small and
medium manufacturers

Future State

Secure digital threads link
manufacturing systems across
enterprises, protecting
proprietary and classified
information while maximizing
productivity, efficiency, and
access for small and medium
manufacturers

Factory

Ecosystem

Supply chains are fragmented,
siloed and insecure

Enterprise

Current State

Digital operations are secured,
offering high-fidelity views
into sub-processes to inform
safe, efficient, and intelligent
business decisions

Digital manufacturing
operations are delivering
productivity and efficiency
gains but also are introducing
more attack vectors (known
and unknown)

Security operations are
disjointed, not holistic; security
is not designed into ecosystem
architecture

that work with both legacy
and new systems

R&D Ecosystems for
trusted build chain for
innovations deployable to
current and future factories

Awareness on how to
address most
consequential categories of
present and future risks
Workforce training for
upskilling and reskilling
employees to enable
transition to more
cybersecure operations

Equipment
and Process

Equipment
and Process

Factory

Secure Architectures

Security operations are
integrated by design at
process equipment, line,
plant, enterprise, supply
chain, ecosystem level

Figure 1—The pathway to a Future State
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The transition pathway from current state to future state will require that CyManII and
manufacturing partners work closely together to build secure architectures specifically
designed to work with legacy and new systems, recognizing the essential role that legacy
equipment plays in most manufacturing operations. Similar to how computers are periodically
updated to ensure they are compatible with state-of-the-art technologies and protected
against new cyber threats, manufacturing systems must be continuously upgraded to ensure
maximal effectiveness, efficiency, and cybersecurity. This process helps protect a system
from becoming outdated, outmoded, and a portal for a cyber attack or breach. Similarly, the
secure digital thread can be used to ensure that aging or legacy systems remain compatible
with digital and cybersecurity requirements while also continuing to meet manufacturing
enterprise, supply chain, and ecosystem capabilities. This transition pathway also requires
increased awareness among manufacturers on approaches for addressing present and
future cyber risks and a workforce that is upskilled and reskilled through CyManII’s training
programs to help their employers transition to more cybersecure operations.

Operations and Security
In most manufacturing enterprises, operations are generally well integrated, which provides
a foundation for integrating security throughout the enterprise. However, security may be
designed into specific machines or systems but not designed into system architectures. The
holistic approach of CyManII is to integrate security and operations not just at the individual
machines/processes level, but also through line and plant operations, and eventually
enterprise, supply chain, and ecosystems using CyManII’s secure manufacturing architecture
(SMA). CyManII’s approach to security is reminiscent of earlier industry-wide efforts to
prioritize quality by integrating quality into products and processes, including designing
products, production systems and overall supply chains.
Digital manufacturing and Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) technologies are being deployed
across manufacturing, delivering productivity and other gains while also creating known and
unknown attack vectors and growing cyber risk due to the increased connectivity and access
such systems provide. CyManII is not developing digital manufacturing technologies, but
rather the architecture needed to instill security into digital manufacturing at the process
level - and when processes are connected in plants, throughout enterprises, and along supply
chains to build full digital threads. CyManII’s future state allows manufacturers to make
intelligent decisions to optimize efficiency and productivity at the plant level, increasingly
with the aid of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) approaches that rely on
massive data gathered without introducing new attack vectors.
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The Digital Thread
The digital thread is “the communication framework that enables connected data flow and
integrated view of the asset’s data throughout its lifecycle across traditionally siloed and
functional perspectives.”1 The digital thread makes it possible to verify products, ensure that
the latest technologies are deployed throughout the ecosystem, and strengthen the workforce.2
Digitization, including digital threads, also introduces the prospect for dramatic gains in energy
efficiency, but securing these operations from cyber threats are essential for these energy
efficiency gains to be realized.
Importantly, the digital thread (and other manufacturing innovations) also leads to metrics that
matter for manufacturers which include a) decreasing the amount of waste, b) decreasing the
time to the first high-quality part, c) increasing overall equipment efficiency, and d) increasing the
overall resiliency of operations. These four elements increase productivity and maximize profits.
The digital thread is how we connect designs and interconnected manufacturing operations
—and this thread must be secure. One of the key elements of that security is the proprietary
information and critical data that companies—and their adversaries—value. Securing these
operations is necessary at the final assembly stage but also throughout all tiers of the supply
chain (Tier 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, …).
Securing these digital threads requires new cyber-informed, secure-by-design architectures
to be placed into/onto legacy and new systems. Ensuring that these secure manufacturing
architectures are energy- and emissions-efficient and Pervasive, Unobtrusive, Resilient, and
Economical (ε-PURE) is essential if the U.S. is to lead manufacturing innovation and productivity
globally. Coincident with this, it is essential that the incumbent work force be widely trained
in basic cyber hygiene, avoidance of advanced persistent threat vectors, and the potential of
cyber sabotage. This will require a change in workforce development approaches and a focus on
performing this training at a very high volume to reach millions of U.S. manufacturing employees.

As manufacturing supply chains and digital threads are built, manufacturers must also
protect proprietary information that competitors and adversaries value. While the digital
thread allows for quick deployment of new capabilities (e.g., models, analytics), doing so must
preserve security of proprietary and classified information. Greater integration among OEMs,
“primes” and their tiered supply chains can allow for access to the latest process data, the
latest equipment functionality (e.g., all of a machine tool’s functionality), and the capabilities
of a diverse manufacturing ecosystem (including SMMs).
CyManII’s future state enables the promise of digital manufacturing to be realized securely.
Doing so supports point of assembly (e.g., local) manufacturing and enables distribution
of the supply chain to multiple smaller entities, providing greater resiliency (e.g., back-up
capacity in the event of a single plant going down) and greater opportunities to SMMs.
This distributed approach also has the potential to maximize production efficiency across
the entire ecosystem and enable metrics trade-offs between efficiency and resilience.
For example, an ecosystem that is 100% utilized might be efficient, but if one element is
interrupted, there is no excess capacity and supply chains are disrupted, as was observed
during the COVID-19 pandemic or the Fukushima disaster in Japan. Furthermore, the approach
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provides insight into ecosystem weaknesses such as lack of support for legacy systems.
This insight will form the foundation for ecosystem element sun-setting and upgrading
opportunities, ensuring a strong U.S. manufacturing base.
Progression towards this future state—and towards the democratization of manufacturing—
are dependent on digital threads as the communication framework that enables a connected
data flow and integrated view of an asset’s data throughout its life cycle. The jobs and
industries of tomorrow depend on the successful implementation of digital threads across
broad manufacturing sectors ranging from clean energy to iron/steel manufacturers. If
these digital threads are not cybersecure, U.S. manufacturers will be compromised in multiple
cyber-exploit scenarios.

Engaging with U.S. Manufacturing Industry
One of CyManII’s most critical functions is its engagement with the manufacturing industry
to understand challenges (for more details, see Section D of the full CyManII Roadmap) and
partner to identify solutions. CyManII is purpose-built to ensure that U.S. manufacturers are
protected from the modern cyber-physical threats that they face now and will encounter
in the future.
CyManII is a research institute that addresses the fundamental challenges of cybersecurity
with a manufacturing context. Because levels of cybersecurity maturity vary greatly, CyManII
is meeting manufacturers where they operate today and placing them on a pathway towards
a vastly improved cyber future state that is founded on both manufacturing industry and
national priorities. This future state is defined by its robust, resilient, and decarbonized nature.
TRAITS OF THE FUTURE STATE
ROBUST
Robust systems withstand
cyber-exploits, resulting in
minimum downtime

RESILIENT
Resilient systems recover
quickly from any successful
cyber-exploits

DECARBONIZED
Decarbonized systems are
both clean and efficient

U.S. GOVERNMENT

MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY

Robust systems minimize
the disruption of key
economic sectors and
protect important domestic
technologies

Robust systems increase
competitiveness, and keep
employees safe from
cyber-physical threats

Resilient systems increase
the reliability of critical
infrastructure and decrease
the energy wasted during
“black starts”

Resilient systems maximize
productivity, agility, margins,
and opportunity

Decarbonized systems
increase U.S. competitiveness
and energy productivity
while limiting the effects of
climate change

Decarbonized systems
reduce waste and emissions,
allowing manufacturers to
increase margins and hit
environmental targets
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Research Themes
Consistent with these guiding principles, CyManII is assembling a consortium of partners
with an integrated manufacturing industry approach to developing and deploying broad
sets of new innovations while upskilling and reskilling manufacturing floors and the people
that operate them. The core research themes needed to address fundamental technical
challenges in a cooperative, systematic, and agile fashion are Quantification, Architecture,
Infrastructure, Awareness, and Workforce.
RESEARCH THEME
Quantification

Architecture

Infrastructure

Awareness

Workforce

CYMANII FOUNDATIONAL TASK
CyManII’s innovations will enable the industries of tomorrow to measure
decarbonization impacts at the process and supply chain network levels and
validate the degree of cyber hardening that results from the implementation
of specific cybersecurity solutions.

CyManII is dedicated to a future state of secure manufacturing industry
that is built on next-generation architectures that are cyber-informed and
secure-by-design.

CyManII will introduce a trusted ecosystem that will allow the innovations of
tomorrow’s manufacturing industry to be validated in today’s environment.

CyManII will define the categories of tomorrow’s cyber vulnerabilities and
establish a network to distribute vulnerability information to manufacturers
on a daily, weekly, and monthly basis.
CyManII will launch a new cyber training approach to prepare the manufacturing
workforce for the jobs of tomorrow and equip manufacturers with the skills
needed to protect physical and cyber assets including emergent digital
threads.
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Within these core research themes, and to drive the R&D necessary for the jobs and industries
of tomorrow, CyManII has identified 18 key Research Routes (for more details, see Section
E of the full CyManII Roadmap). These Research Routes were developed through a highly
integrated technical approach, incorporating insights from within and across each of the
five research themes. The Research Routes will be essential to pursuing the path towards
the bold targets that CyManII has set in recognition of the transformation that is needed
to ensure the current and future competitiveness of U.S. manufacturing (for more details,
see Section F of the full CyManII Roadmap).
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Figure 2—The CyManII research themes and key outcomes
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Current Opportunities
Beyond CyManII’s immediate mandate to secure American manufacturing lies
critical opportunities to secure our critical infrastructure. There are several
distinct opportunities where CyManII can assist in elevating the national
security of our nation, including three examples outlined below.
CyManII’s technical approach of building Secure Manufacturing Architectures
(SMA) will implement, and potentially expand, the principles of cyber informed
engineering (CIE), an emerging approach to “engineer out” cyber risk early in the
lifecycle of Industrial Control Systems (ICS) by integrating cyber considerations
as a foundational element of engineering risk management. As such, CyManII will
produce architectures that are cyber inspired and secure by design. CyManII, as a
national Institute with national impact, is ideally suited to assist the DOE with the
development and deployment of a National CIE Strategy.
Executive Order 14017 (EO on America’s Supply Chains) requires the submission of
a “report on supply chains for the energy sector industrial base.”4 The responses
represent the first comprehensive U.S. government plan to build an Energy Sector
Industrial Base (ESIB). The DOE defines the ESIB as the energy sector and associated
supply chains that include all industries/companies and stakeholders directly and
indirectly involved in the energy sector. These energy sector industries and their
supply chain networks are extremely diverse. As a significant DOE investment,
CyManII is a critical partner on the pathway to a national ESIB which enables the
secure re-shoring of U.S. manufacturing. It is CyManII’s technical work on Cybersecure
Energy and Emissions Quantification (CEEQ) that supports the secure development
of the ESIB, which comprises multiple asset owners and manufacturers.
Section 5726 of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2020 (Pub.
L. 116-92) directed DOE to establish a two-year pilot program within the National
Laboratories—in partnership with relevant federal agencies, academic partners,
energy sector asset owners and operators, and critical component manufacturers—
to identify new classes of energy sector security vulnerabilities and evaluate
technology and standards that isolate and defend ICS from security vulnerabilities
and exploits in the most critical energy sector systems. CyManII played a major role
in this process by leading the identification of 20 categories of cyber vulnerabilities
present in U.S. critical infrastructure. Based on this work, DOE has selected CyManII
to provide national leadership for the identification and mitigation of cyber
vulnerabilities in the nation’s critical energy infrastructure. CyManII’s work focuses
on identifying categories of security vulnerabilities specific to ICS, creating a shared
baseline of enumerated common weaknesses.
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